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Retailing in the palm of your hand

W

hat if you could significantly improve

customer service and efficiently handle a range of
in-store applications — all with one lightweight device
that fits in your palm? It’s simple with the mobile
iPAD from Fujitsu. This all-in-one system lets your
store associates assist customers from anywhere in the
store. It’s ideal for verifying prices, setting up instant
checkouts, paging managers and much more.
The iPAD also gives store managers real-time data
at their fingertips. They can review reports, initiate store
transfers and monitor POS transactions for loss prevention
activity from anywhere, allowing them to spend more
time in the store instead of the back office.

TM

Multi-functional Perform line busting, assist in sidewalk sales, verify
prices, conduct inventory control, page store managers and more,
all from the palm of your hand.
Cost efficient Replaces many of the expensive — and cumbersome —
devices in your retail operations with a small, powerful device.
Goes anywhere Small form factor and lightweight design make it easy
for store associates to keep with them anywhere they go.
Built to last Rugged enough to withstand a five-foot drop to concrete,
for a long-lasting portable solution that drives down your total cost
of ownership.
Powerful technology Features Intel PXA 270 with Microsoft CE.NET 5.0
computing power, 802.11b/g radio that achieves up to 54 Mbps
WLAN communications; Bluetooth v1.2 for support of Bluetooth
peripherals such as printers.
High-performance scanning 955 hardware decoded laser scan engine
supports all of the major barcode symbologies, including the
emerging RSS-14 standard.
Easy to upgrade All software, firmware and O/S upgrades can be done
wirelessly and remotely via Wavelink Avalanche.
VoIP capable Includes voice over IP capabilities, eliminating the need
and cost of portable phones and pagers.
Low maintenance Remote management capabilities enable you to
perform maintenance before a device fails, reducing help desk calls
and service visits.

iPAD Specifications
Processor
Intel PXA270 Processor
(XScale™ architecture)

Communications
IEEE 802.11b/g bus radio
(up to 54 Mbps transfer rate)

Durability
IP52 rated with MCR
block-out installed

520 MHz Clockspeed

Security: WEP and WPA

1.5m (5 foot) drop tolerance

Memory
RAM
128MB (SDRAM)
ROM
64MB (Flash ROM)
FFS
64MB user accessible fixed
flash storage
Operating System
Windows CE.NET 5.0
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Scanner
SE 955 hardware decoded
laser scanner
Scans all major barcodes
including RSS-14
Audio
Built-in speaker, microphone,
and audio interface for headset
for support of VoIP

Size
84mm W x 187mm H x 23mm D
(3.5" W x 7.0" H X 1.5" D)
Weight
340 grams (11.4 ounces)
Peripherals
Integrated MCR
Charging cradle
Scan handle
Wrist strap

Keyboard
10 key plus 14 function keys
with LED backlight

Power
1800mAh Lithium-ion battery

Display

Environmental
Operating temperature
0˚ to 40˚ C (32˚ to 104˚ F)

3.5" Color TFT LCD with LED
backlight
QVGA 320 x 240 pixels

Stylus
Battery charger

Storage temperature
20˚ to 60˚ C (-4˚ to 140˚ F)
Humidity
Up to 95% RH
(non-condensing)

For more information on iPAD and the full range of Pervasive Retailing™
solutions from Fujitsu, contact us today.
(800) 340-4425

Bluetooth v 1.2
(Adaptive Frequency Hopping)
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